The University Student Council (USC) has started its work again • Nijmegen

Number one on AKKUraatd's list, Fatbardha Selmani, has been chosen as the USC-chairwoman. AKKUraatders Fatbardha, Lieve, Tes- sa, and Stijn got into action for the first time last Monday October 2, during a JA: the Joint Assembly of the USC, the works council (WC), and the Executive Board (EB).

Stijn interogated the EB about the nominati- on of Pieter Duisenberg at the University Umbrella Organisation VSNU. The EB assured the JA that the University is and stays its own boss. AKKUraatd will keep an eye on this.

Stijn also asked some critical questions about the execution of the Wet Versterking Bestuurskracht. The EB sees no reason to change the balance of the votes in the Fa- culty Joint Assembly for now. At the moment the personal members have 60% of the vote and the students only 40%.

The Radboud Honours Academy (RHA) also has and keeps our attention. It cannot be that money that is supposed to be used for all students will be used for a small group. Fatbardha asked some critical questions about this. There will be discussions about this matter between the EB and USC.

There is also some positive news. There will be conversations about improving stu- dent welfare. Regular students will be invit- ed for this that indicated they wanted to participate during the RU questionnaire. The University will compose an action plan as a result of these conversations.

The new search engine of the University Library (UL), RUQuest, will also be extensive- ly evaluated by an external party. After that an improvement plan will be drawn up by a comittee which will include students. Until then the UL offers students and staff support with the proper use of the search engines.

The University will compose an action plan as a result of these conversations.

The new year has already been going for a while and the new party is hard at work. We are still very happy with the four seats we won last year at the elections! Fatbardha Selmani, Lieve Heijstma, Tessa van Erp, and Stijn van Uffelen enjoy taking part in the USC and have been busy with forming the presidium, where Fatbardha will fulfill the function of chairwoman, and take place in several work groups.

Of course, they will not be on their own this year because they have a strong party behind them which will engage with several comittees. This year 13 awesome people will take place in the party: Cecile Collin, Quint Engelage, Johannes Fiebig, Gabriëlla Griffioen, Maarten Heimann, Yannick Jorna, Iris Pieneman, Michelle Snaterse, Willem Titaar, Job Veltman, Dinja de Vries, Joella Bomagaars en Anne-France de Ronde. You may have already seen us at our open activities or the first campus round. Have you not seen us yet? Don’t worry, maybe we will be at you faculty soon or you’ll come to one of our activities! Do you have questions, remarks, or anything else for the party? Don’t be shy and email us at fractie@akkuraatd.nl!
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The University is busy creating a regulation for a good Dutch health insurance for you. You will hear more about this, this year.
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